Tennis Match Results
ELON vs Clemson
Mar 27, 2022 at Clemson, S.C.
(Duckworth Family Tennis Facility)

#65 Clemson 4, ELON 3

**Singles competition**
1. Teodor Giusca (CLE) def. Kyle Frankel (ELON) 7-6 (7-1), 6-3
2. Ryuhei Azuma (CLE) def. Daniel Martin (ELON) 5-7, 7-5, 6-2
3. Nicholas Campbell (ELON) def. Spencer Whitaker (CLE) 3-6, 6-2, 6-3
4. Camilo Ponce (ELON) def. Jorge Plans Gonzalez (CLE) 5-7, 6-4, 10-7
5. Nicholas Condos (ELON) def. Matt Pitts (CLE) 3-6, 6-2, 6-3
6. Maxwell Smith (CLE) def. Ben Zipay (ELON) 6-4, 6-1

**Doubles competition**
1. Ryuhei Azuma/Spencer Whitaker (CLE) def. Daniel Martin/Chung-Han Tsai (ELON) 6-4
2. Teodor Giusca/Maxwell Smith (CLE) def. Ben Zipay/Kyle Frankel (ELON) 6-2
3. Jorge Plans Gonzalez/Matt Pitts (CLE) vs. Nicholas Condos/Nicholas Campbell (ELON) 4-5, unfinished

Match Notes: